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2020 Award Recipients

A MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF
There is no question, 2020 was an unprecedented year
to put it mildly. Despite the challenges of the pandemic,
each of you remained steadfast in your commitment to
serving our community. I am extremely proud of our
department, and it is an honor to serve alongside each
of you.
As you know, we were unable to meet in February, for
our annual department awards banquet to recognize
those that went above and beyond in their service to
our community. Therefore, I ask that you take a
moment and read about our 2020 award recipients, and
please join me in congratulating them on their
outstanding work!

Marc Schneider
Chief of Police

EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

DETECTIVE JESSE GARCIA

1st Quarter

I

n late December 2019, two suspects forced entry into an elderly woman’s home to
steal over $540,000 in cash. A few days later, an extortionist left a note on the victim’s
door, advising they knew who stole the money and would provide that information in
exchange for $75,000.
As the lead detective on the case, Det. Jesse Garcia was able to identify and interview
the extortion note’s author. It was learned that the pair of thieves were staying at a luxury
hotel in Los Angeles and spending large amounts of money at high-end retailers. One
such shopping spree in Beverly Hills amounted to approximately $40,000. The pair of
thieves had admitted to the extortion suspect they knew the victim’s residence had a lot
of cash and revealed how they were able to steal the money.
Through various social media posts, Det. Garcia was able to confirm the two thieves
were actively spending the money and authored a search warrant of their residences.
During the search warrant services, over 100 items were recovered from each residence,
and one of the suspects was taken into custody. Det. Garcia later located the second
suspect in Mesa, AZ and requested assistance from the US Marshall’s Service to take
her into custody. A search warrant was also served on the Arizona residence where
possible items purchased with the stolen money were identified and seized.
Through his determination and perseverance,
both suspects were taken into custody. Det.
Garcia’s work on this case exemplifies
personal commitment and skilled detective
work.

CHRISTINA ALVAREZ
MANAGEMENT ANALYST I - TRAINING BUREAU

2nd Quarter

D

uring this quarter, our agency
expended significant effort to
reduce our exposure to the COVID19 virus. Many new policies, procedures
and protocols were implemented within the
department and across the City. These
deviations proved to be challenging to say
the least.
Although numerous additional tasks
continued to be assigned to the Training
Bureau, Chrissy remained diligent and
consistent in her work ethic and positive
attitude. She was instrumental in
coordinating policy and organizing,
ordering, and tracking PPE material for our
personnel. She assembled a COVID Safety
Response Guide for the department and
was also tasked with coordinating the
SMPD Reopening Plan. Chrissy maintained her many regular Training Bureau duties,
all while assuming an array of new responsibilities as our department’s “unofficial”
COVID response coordinator. This was not easy.
In addition to these challenging duties, Chrissy was responsible for establishing and
preparing the department’s first California POST state audit report in 12 years. The
deadline and workload to complete this task was by itself, time consuming and taxing.
Chrissy truly took on greater responsibility with these unexpected issues and proceeded
straight ahead with little complaint. Despite all the extra expectations, she remained
steadfast and completed all the necessary requirements imposed upon her position.

OFFICER ANDY BRICE

3rd Quarter

O

n July 12, 2020, officers were dispatched to a call regarding a vandalism in
progress in the area of Main and Western. Officer Brice arrived on scene and
found a victim with a skull fracture. The injured person turned out to be the victim
of an attempted murder who had been attacked with a shovel. Officer Brice coordinated
the investigation involving two scenes, multiple witnesses, and multiple officers. He then
completed an affidavit in support of an arrest warrant for the suspect and a ping warrant
for the suspect’s phone. Later that same day, the suspect’s phone pinged his location
and he was arrested without incident. Without hesitation, Officer Brice displayed
leadership which created the investigative teamwork necessary to successfully close the
case.
Two days later, on July 14, 2020,
Officer Brice was on patrol in the
area of Thornburg and Newlove.
He saw two males who first tried
to avoid him, and then attempted
to hide by crouching near a
parked car in a carport. Officer
Brice reasonably suspected the
males might be lookouts or
otherwise involved in criminality,
such as burglary or automobile
theft. Officer Brice returned to
contact the males and one of
them sprinted away while the
second walked briskly away.
Officer Brice recognized the
sprinting
male,
having
investigated him for gangrelated crimes. He knew the male had a history of being armed and did not live in the
neighborhood. As he sprinted away, he clutched his waistband causing Officer Brice to
believe he was armed. The neighborhood is a labyrinth of four-plexes, and he lost sight
of the suspect for a moment. However, fellow officers that were holding a permitter
position detained both males. Officers searched the detainees and located a pistol on
the sprinting male. He was arrested for numerous violations related to the possession of
a firearm.
This kind of police work saves lives and keeps Santa Maria safe for the members of our
community. Thank you, Andy, for your keen observations and hard work.

DETECTIVE ZACKARY ROBBINS

4th Quarter

D

uring this quarter, Det. Zackary Robbins displayed remarkable dedication and
investigative talent. Over the course of three separate investigations, he was able
to coordinate these efforts while working with his colleagues, as well as other
agencies to locate and apprehend the suspect in each of these investigations.
On November 14, 2020, an SMPD Officer was the victim of an attempted homicide when
he was shot at by a wanted parolee. Det. Robbins was assigned as primary investigator
and coordinated the investigative efforts. The suspect was eventually arrested a few
days later in the Los Angeles area after a standoff with their area SWAT Team.
On December 14, 2020, Det. Robbins again lead detectives on an attempted homicide
shooting investigation on West Williams. He coordinated the search for witnesses and
evidence with the assistance of others from the Detective Bureau and Special
Enforcement Team. Det. Robbins used all available resources and extensively
researched the suspect once he was identified. He used this information and devised a
safe plan to arrest the dangerous suspect. Three days later, with Det. Robbins’ guidance
and leadership, the suspect was safely taken into custody.
On December 18, 2020, officers responded to a homicide (shooting) on West Donovan
Road. Det. Robbins assisted a fellow detective with the investigation and writing of
multiple search warrants. The entire Detective Bureau worked tirelessly searching for
witnesses and evidence. Det. Robbins
wrote a phone ping warrant and the
suspect was found to be in Lindsay,
CA. Det. Robbins and a fellow
detective worked closely with Lindsay
Police Department, who ultimately
arrested the suspect without incident.

CERTIFICATE OF COMMENDATION

SPECIAL ENFORCEMENT TEAM

Officer Gabe Alvarez, Officer Christopher Mathews,
Officer Ruben Peinado, Officer John Robles

I

n September 2019, the Lompoc Police Department investigated the homicide of
Marlon Brumfield, a 22-year-old US Army soldier who was visiting his hometown. A
Lompoc criminal street gang member, named Walter Morales, Jr., was identified as a
suspect in the murder. A Santa Maria West Park criminal street gang member, named
Francisco Gutierrez, was also involved in the Brumfield murder and was arrested in
Santa Maria shortly after the murder. Lompoc Police issued an arrest warrant for Morales
for the Brumfield murder.
On July 11, 2020, the Lompoc Police Department investigated two drive-by shootings
and Walter Morales was again identified as the suspect. In one of the incidents, Morales
allegedly chased and shot at a vehicle with several people inside, including children.
Morales was now wanted for an additional crime of attempted murder and was
considered to be armed and dangerous.
On July 15, 2020, officers of the Santa Maria Police Department’s Special Enforcement
Team (SET) began to receive information indicating Morales was hiding in the City of
Santa Maria. The
next day, SET
officers identified a
house where the
wanted fugitive was
staying.
SET
officers devised an
operation plan to
confirm
Morales
was at the house,
prevent his escape,
and arrest him for
the
murder
of
Brumfield.
SET
officers
briefed
detectives
and
patrol officers on
the plan to conduct
an
undercover

surveillance operation and rapid deployment containment on the house.
The undercover surveillance operation confirmed Morales’ location to be inside the
residence. SET officers and detectives covertly moved into position to surround the
house for containment. Once the house was surrounded, the armored rescue vehicle
was set up out front and an arrest/react team began ordering Morales to exit the house
and surrender.
Officers on containment
saw Morales run out the
back of the house into
the
backyard
and
attempt to jump over
the fence. However,
once he saw officers
and the K-9 Officer
waiting for him, he ran
back to the house. The
Special Weapons and
Tactics Team (SWAT)
was
activated
and
rapidly deployed on the
murder
suspect’s
location.
The
SET
team, SWAT teams
from both the Santa
Maria Police Department and the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Department, the
Lompoc Police Department, and Santa Maria Fire Department all worked together to
protect the community by safely apprehending Morales. After a seven-hour standoff,
Morales came out of the house and was arrested and booked into jail.
The Special Enforcement Team is commended for their hard work, coordination and
teamwork which contributed to the arrest of a violent criminal street gang member and
resulted in the safe resolution of this quality investigation.

SERGEANT ELIGIO LARA

Community Services Unit

T

he past year has offered many challenges to the Department and our community.
The need for developing and maintaining strong partnerships between law
enforcement and the community is critical to our mission, vision, and continued
success.
As the supervisor of the Community Services Unit, Sgt. Eligio Lara has consistently
sought out ways to inspire his staff and invigorate the unit’s performance. This past year,
Sgt. Lara deployed the bicycle patrol program into the downtown corridor in a very
proactive and productive manner. Sgt. Lara
and the officers became well acquainted with
local business owners, employees, and Sgt.
Lara engaged with all members of the public,
including a large quantity of our homeless
population. Through consistent interaction,
Sgt. Lara built relationships and showed
concern and compassion for those in which he
interacted.
During this past year, Sgt. Lara worked
diligently on enhancing the Community
Academy program, which gained exceptional
traction under his guidance. In one instance, 60
people signed up to attend just one of the eight
academy sessions the Community Services
Unit hosted. Unfortunately, COVID-19, and all
its implications, became our reality. Community
organizations, both formal and informal, were
deeply impacted. The Community Academy was cancelled, as was another communityled collation called the North McDonald’s coffee group. Sgt. Lara took the time to speak
with each member, he listened to their concerns, and he implemented internal changes
based upon his discussions. This is public service at its deepest level.
Many people in our community are struggling with serious health issues and anxiety.
Recently, a 2019 Community Academy graduate was diagnosed with a significant
medical condition. Aware that isolation is a problem in these circumstances, Sgt. Lara
and his wife went to the graduate’s house and repeatedly checked on him, while offering
encouragement and support. Not only were these visits greatly appreciated, but they
were conducted outside of Sgt. Lara’s normal work schedule.

Sgt. Lara consistently engages with the community in new and deeper ways, and it is
clear he thrives on serving them, both on and off duty. From working with the Make-AWish Foundation to Alcoholics Anonymous, Sgt. Lara represents Law Enforcement as a
true professional, and his kindness and generosity inspires us all.

LIFESAVING AWARD
This medal and ribbon are awarded for an act of lifesaving in
the line of duty, whether or not that attempt was ultimately
successful. This award is very special because it exemplifies
what our job is really all about – coming to the aid of people
who need help.

OFFICER RICKY ARIAS

O

n July 30, 2020, dispatch received an emergency call
regarding a baby choking. Officer Ricky Arias drove to
the scene Code 3 and upon his arrival immediately
began rescue efforts.
The two-year-old female was turning blue and struggling to
breathe. Officer Arias could not see what was blocking her
airway and began back blows. However, he was unable to
dislodge the blockage and began CPR for nearly two minutes.
Officer Arias then carried the child to the street as firefighters
arrived and took over lifesaving efforts.
Paramedics took the child to Marian Regional Medical Center,
and then to Madera Children’s Hospital, where sadly the child
died. According to the Marian Medical Center physician, that
despite Officer Arias’ heroic efforts, there was no way he could
have dislodged the blockage without medical
equipment.
Officer Arias is commended for his
compassion and commitment to the child and
family during this tragedy.

OFFICER RICKY ARIAS

O

n October 28, 2020, dispatch received an emergency call regarding a suicidal
juvenile attempting to hang themself in the backyard of the home. The victim’s
sibling witnessed the attempt and dialed 9-1-1.

Officer Arias was the first responding officer to arrive on scene. He ran up the driveway
and could see inside the
house
through
the
security screen door.
He
saw
into
the
residence and out of a
rear facing kitchen
window
where
the
involved subjects were
located. Officer Arias
entered the residence
and went directly to the
backyard where one of
the siblings was crying
and standing next to the
sibling in the act of
hanging themself. The
victim was standing on
a small A-frame ladder
under a patio covering.
A nylon rope was
wrapped tightly around the neck and securely tied around a beam of the patio covering.
There was tension in the rope and the victim was trying to kick the ladder away.
Officer Arias established communication with the juvenile and asked them to stop.
Officer Arias climbed up the ladder and wrapped one arm around the juvenile’s midsection and lifted them upward to relieve rope tension on the neck. Officer Arias shared
that he was there to help and tried to calm the juvenile down. Officer Arias used his
personal folding pocketknife to cut the rope free and seated the juvenile in a chair, then
guided Santa Maria Fire staff in to administer treatment.
Officer Arias then tended to and comforted the victim’s sibling, who was visibly upset.
The parents were notified and returned home. Officer Arias coordinated a follow-up
investigation with the department’s Mental Health Co-Response Officer and put the
Department of Mental Health and Social Services Resources in contact with the involved
parties.

DISTINGUISHED TEAM AWARD

SPECIAL ENFORCEMENT TEAM

Officer Gabe Alvarez, Officer Christopher Mathews
Officer Ruben Peinado, Officer John Robles & Sgt. Woody Vega

T

he Special Enforcement Team was selected for the 2020 Distinguished Team
Award due to their professionalism, work ethic, sacrifice, consistent overall
superior performance, and esprit de corps displayed throughout this difficult year.

During the 2020 global pandemic, members of the Special Enforcement Team had
worked together for only nine months. During this unprecedented time of civil unrest,
zero-bail, early release of prisoners, and
overall scrutiny of law enforcement, the
Special Enforcement Team remained
focused and undeterred to pro-actively
investigate criminal activity, arrest violent
felons, gang members, and continuously
seek out people with guns and drugs.
In January 2020, the Special Enforcement
Team worked with the Santa Barbara
County Human Trafficking Taskforce which
resulted in 14 local arrests during Operation
Reclaim and Rebuild. This operation
focused on rescuing victims of sexual
slavery and human trafficking, providing
victims with much needed services,
identifying and arresting their captors,
seeking successful prosecutions, and
disrupting the demand for vulnerable victims
by targeting their customers.
In August 2020, the Special Enforcement
Team actively worked with the Federal
Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and Alcohol
Tobacco and Firearms on a federal multiagency investigation, dubbed Operation Lucky Charm, to investigate illegal activity
between the Aryan Brotherhood Prison Gang and the Fresno-based Fresnecks across
California, including Santa Barbara County. Both groups are white supremacist criminal
street gangs. In November 2020, Operation Lucky Charm yielded more than 100 arrests
across three states. During the investigation, three Santa Maria residents were named
in federal criminal complaints alleging the network of associates engaged in illegal

activities for the Aryan Brotherhood Prison Gang, including drug trafficking and trafficking
firearms.
In December 2020, Special Enforcement Team Members were vital in the tracking and
arrest of a Santa Maria murder suspect, Jesus Garcilazo, who shot and killed Kevin
Escamilla, and fled to the City of Lindsay in Tulare County. During the investigation,
members of the Special Enforcement Team drove to Lindsay to take custody of the
murder suspect and search the house. During the search, Officer Robles found a
handgun concealed in a Christmas present. The handgun was identified as the murder
weapon.

Throughout 2020, the Special Enforcement Team worked continuously with the FBI to
investigate the illegal sales of firearms and drugs in the City of Santa Maria, resulting in
13 Santa Maria residents facing federal prosecution for drugs and weapons violations.
The Special Enforcement Team worked with the FBI and various resources to make
several undercover buys of firearms and drugs within the City of Santa Maria that have
resulted in pending federal criminal indictments for firearm trafficking and drug trafficking
against seven residents. The Special Enforcement Team has had six of their local arrests
adopted by the FBI for federal prosecution for federal weapons violations and drug
trafficking.
In 2020, the Special Enforcement Team made 150 arrests, seized 18 firearms, arrested
several members of Northwest and West Park criminal street gangs, seized substantial
quantities of cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, and fentanyl, and seized approximately
$93,000 in cash pending asset forfeiture.
The Santa Maria Police Department is fortunate to have the group of relentless and
dedicated officers that make up the Special Enforcement Team. Individually, each
officer is highly capable and deserving of individual accolades and awards, but together,
the Special Enforcement Team is a valiant and special group.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
This year, two individuals were selected to receive the
Distinguished Service Award. Since its conception, our
department has only awarded 8 Distinguished Service
Awards – the last award presented was in 2017. This
award is designed to recognize outstanding achievement
beyond the standard requirement. To qualify for this
award, a member must perform an exceptional service in
an area of great responsibility or of critical importance to
law enforcement. This service may be a result of a
successful major investigation, initiating a valuable
program, exemplary field operations, or similar
accomplishments.

SERGEANT HERMINIO RODRIGUEZ

S

gt. Herminio Rodriguez was selected to receive the
Distinguished Service Award for his supervision of
the Mobile Field Force Team during several
protests.
In the latter part of 2019, the Department’s first Mobile
Field Force Team was developed to provide a highly
trained and properly equipped cadre of
officers who could rapidly respond to
incidents involving crowd control and civil
disorder issues. Sgt. Rodriguez has been
passionate about this mission and has
served as one of the driving forces behind
the team’s successful creation. During
May and June of 2020, the team was put
to the test and deployed on several
occasions.
On May 31, 2020, a peaceful protest
began in Santa Maria. There was a crowd
of approximately 200 people that
marched up and down Broadway. The
protest appeared to wind down without
incident but shortly thereafter, another
large crowd gathered at the intersection
of Cook and Broadway. The crowd became unruly and Sgt. Rodriguez and other
supervisors created a rapid response plan that utilized all available resources at the time.

With a coordinated multi-agency response, the crowd ended up dispersing. The unlawful
assembly resulted in minimal property damage or loss.
During this period, several members of the Mobile Field Force team were deployed to
Los Angeles County to assist as a mutual aid team with the Santa Barbara County
Sheriff’s Office. In addition to overseeing additional planned protests within the City of
Santa Maria, Sgt. Rodriguez coordinated the deployment of his team members prior their
departure for Los Angeles County. While Sgt. Rodriguez remained in Santa Maria, he
maintained constant communication to monitor the status of his team members in Los
Angeles.

Upon the return of his team, Sgt. Rodriguez oversaw the immediate deployment of the
entire Mobile Field Force Team to Lompoc, to assist with the Lompoc Police
Department’s response to a planned protest. While the team was in Lompoc, Sgt.
Rodriguez assisted with logistical support to the mission of maintaining order within
Santa Maria.
Throughout the week, Sgt. Rodriguez continued to provide logistical support while
overseeing the integration of the SWAT and Mobile Field Force teams. He coordinated
training between the two units to prepare for a second planned protest. The training
ensured that the Mobile Field Force and SWAT were adequately prepared to operate as
one integrated unit for deployment to any social disturbances within the City of Santa
Maria and to provide mutual aid to neighboring communities.
As more planned protests emerged, the Mobile Field Force team was called upon to
assist the CHP Special Response Team during a protest in San Luis Obispo. Sgt.
Rodriguez and his team integrated seamlessly with the CHP Special Response Team.
Sgt. Rodriguez’s professionalism during this deployment brought compliments from the
highly esteemed CHP Special Response Team.

SERGEANT NATHAN TOTORICA

S

gt. Nathan Totorica was selected to receive the Distinguished Service Award for
his leadership during the SMPD’s deployment to incidents of large-scale civil
disorder in Los Angeles County during May of 2020.

Upon request for mutual aid to assist with riots in Los Angeles County, Sgt. Totorica was
tasked with establishing a response team comprised of SWAT operators and Mobile
Field Force members. Sgt. Totorica immediately established communication with the
assigned personnel and provided a
hasty list of items needed, such as
tactical and riot response gear, lethal
and less-lethal munitions, uniform
equipment, and personal items for a
potential extended stay outside of the
city limits.
The response team was split up in
three different patrol units, with an
augmented
Guadalupe
Police
Department unit, and one Los Angeles
Police Department radio to share
between all of them. While in Los
Angeles, the response team learned
they were staying for a three-day
deployment. Working with the Santa
Barbara County Sheriff’s Office, Los
Angeles Police Department, and Santa Monica
Police Department, the response team was
able to successfully assist with the
apprehension of over a dozen criminals during
incidents that spanned foot pursuits, vehicle
pursuits, high risk traffic stops, building
clearances, and barricaded subjects. Sgt.
Totorica balanced the welfare of nine other
officers and three patrol vehicles in an area that
was unknown to him during a time of complete
chaos.
Sgt. Totorica kept a positive outlook and
ensured all members of the response team and
allied agencies were able to contact their loved
ones and children during an active protest. Sgt.

Totorica also ensured the wellbeing of the response team by securing necessities such
as
radio batteries, food, and water whenever he could, sometimes at his own expense.
It was Sgt. Totorica’s level-headed thinking and willingness to go above and beyond his
regular supervisor duties that helped put the response team at ease and prove, once
again, why the Santa Maria Police Department has such a good reputation with
surrounding agencies.
Sgt. Totorica’s outstanding
performance as a supervisor
aided in the response team’s
mission of keeping the peace. It
was his clear communication to
subordinates that enabled them
to remain at ease during a time
of unrest.

SUPPORT EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

CHRISTINA ALVAREZ

Management Analyst I - Training Bureau

T

he COVID-19 pandemic caused disruption to our normal ways of conducting
business. Chrissy was at the epicenter of coordinating policy and organizing,
ordering, and tracking PPE material for our personnel. These efforts proved to be
challenging, to say the least.
Chrissy maintained her regular Training Bureau duties, all while assuming an array of
new responsibilities. Due to an extended leave of absence, Chrissy temporarily
managed the duties of the Management Analyst - Business Office. The majority of this
assignment involved the Department’s budget and operating expenditures. She also
served as our department’s unofficial COVID response coordinator. She was responsible
for ensuring that the proper equipment, i.e., speakers, headsets, video, TV monitors,
laptops, zoom material, etc., were functioning for meetings, classes, and oral board
interviews. There were many occasions when she came in early or stayed late to provide
support to these needs.
Despite the COVID restrictions,
Chrissy was still able to send
numerous officers and supervisors to
various types of trainings toward the
end of 2020. She had to reach out to
several departments to check their
protocols and confirm they were
allowing outside agencies to attend
their
trainings.
Most
of
the
courses/schools were online/webinar
types of courses, but many of them did
consist of travel to other agencies
such as Los Angeles, Newport Beach,
Carmel, San Diego, Sacramento,
Burbank, Monterey, and other local
area agencies as well. These courses
covered every topic from Homicide
School, Crisis Team Academy, Complex Latent Print Examinations, and even our own
in house De Escalation Intervention Strategies Course. Even with the restrictions and
time sensitive deadlines, Chrissy was patient, yet persistent, at pursuing these
necessary training agendas for the department.

DISPATCHER OF THE YEAR

JUILANE VERDUZCO

Dispatcher II

J

uli is recognized for her commitment in
serving our community. As a seasoned
Dispatcher, Juli strives to offer the highest
level of service possible. Both officer and public
safety is consistently at the forefront in everything
she does, which makes her an exceptional
dispatcher. Juli is a positive component of the
Communications Center and consistently goes
above and beyond to help her peers,
supervisors, and co-workers.
The Communications Center created a Dispatch
Training Committee to coordinate the training
curriculum for Dispatch Trainees. As a member
of this committee, and a previous Certified
Trainer, Juli has the experience of training and
identifying areas for growth in the curriculum.
There have been multiple times that she has
worked additional hours to assist with
eliminating, creating, and organizing training materials. Juli has also collaborated with
other Certified Trainers on how to improve the program for potential Dispatch Trainees.
Juli’s commitment to provide new dispatchers with excellent training, assist with
maintaining the integrity of the training manuals, and ensuring the Certified Trainers have
updated training materials demonstrations her dedication to the success of new
dispatchers entering the industry.
Juli’s professionalism is on display as she tends to her duties without fail. The
Communications Center and her coworkers are positively impacted, and greatly
appreciative, when she takes on additional tasks or shifts without hesitation, and of
course when she creates a snack bar for all to enjoy. Juli represents our department as
a true professional and is very deserving of this award.

OFFICER OF THE YEAR

OFFICER JOSHUA YEE

T

hroughout the year, Officer Joshua Yee has demonstrated tremendous work
ethic. During 2020, he located 158 stolen vehicles, arresting numerous suspects.
As a result of these efforts, Officer Yee received a Master 10851 award from the
California Highway Patrol. Officer Yee not only placed an
importance on locating stolen vehicles, but also making arrests
to prevent future thefts. For many victims of vehicle theft in
Santa Maria, their vehicle is their family’s only transportation to
school, work, or the store. Officer Yee’s focus on vehicle theft
embodies a commitment to help the community.
A few of Officer Yee’s cases worthy of special note include
traffic stops that result in arrests and locating firearms and drugs. On February 15, 2020,
Officer Yee conducted a traffic stop on a pickup truck for a couple of minor vehicle code
violations. He believed that there was more going on with the three occupants of this
vehicle than a simple traffic violation. Officer Yee conducted an investigation and
determined the female driver had
two warrants and the middleseated passenger was on active
felony probation.
The third
subject initially refused to identify
himself and then provided a false
name. Officer Yee continued his
investigation and determined the
correct name for the final
passenger and located 9.1
grams of methamphetamine for
sale and arrested all three
occupants.
On July 4, 2020, Officer Yee
located a stolen motorcycle in
the parking lot of a motel. Instead
of immediately recovering the motorcycle, he staked it out and waited until the suspect
came out. Officer Yee arrested the suspect as he got onto the motorcycle. Upon his

arrest, Officer Yee located a loaded
revolver, a large quantity of controlled
substances for sale, and ammunition in a
bag belonging to the suspect.
On October 16, 2020, Officer Yee
conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle that
was driving erratically. During the stop,
he noticed the occupants were acting
suspiciously and appeared to be
concealing items inside the vehicle.
Since both occupants were on probation,
Officer Yee conducted a probation
search of the vehicle and located two
loaded firearms and drugs.
On December 27, 2020, officers were
dispatched to a report of a domestic
violence stabbing. During the investigation, a suspect and vehicle were identified. An
emergency cell phone ping determined an area that the suspect might be located. Officer
Yee checked the area and located the vehicle. The suspect was inside with significant
self-inflicted injuries. Officer Yee worked with other officers to take the suspect into
custody and get him medical treatment.
On December 31, 2020, Officer Yee recognized a vehicle that had previously evaded
him parked along a curb. Officer Yee saw a suspect get out of the vehicle and detained
him. During a search of the suspect and vehicle, he located drugs, ammunition, and a
loaded stolen firearm.
Officer Yee’s work ethic demonstrates his commitment to serving the public with
excellence.

